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GoldenPass MOB Panoramic.
During the journey on the GoldenPass MOB Panoramic, the Bernese Oberland and its rich tradition blend with the Mediterranean atmosphere of French-speaking Switzerland. Large panoramic
windows allow travellers to experience up close the landscape so rich in variety – year-round.
Tradition blends with Mediterranean flair.
The GoldenPass MOB Panoramic truly lives up to its name: Gleaming
golden, the Premium panoramic train moves from Zweisimmen in the
Bernese Oberland towards Montreux, fashionable resort on the shores of
Lake Geneva. The train belongs to the Montreux-Berner Oberland Railway
(MOB). It forms the final part of the GoldenPass Line, which starts in Lucerne and passes through Interlaken on its way to Zweisimmen. Here, passengers board the GoldenPass MOB Panoramic. It passes by traditional
chalet-style houses, lush green pastures and high mountains. After Zweisimmen, the train soon reaches Gstaad, a world famous holiday destination. Saanen is the last German-speaking village along the GoldenPass
Line – from here on, French is the language of choice. Two hours have
passed; now the last stretch begins. With a beautiful view onto glistening
Lake Geneva, the train winds its way down the hill and is greeted by real
Mediterranean flair in Montreux.
Unrestricted view on VIP seats.
Holders of a Swiss Travel Pass enjoy the comfortable journey without surcharge. Travelling in one of the eight VIP seats renders the journey an
even more memorable experience. For a surcharge of CHF 15, guests may
take a seat at the very front of the train. The panorama view over the tracks
almost makes passengers feel like they are train drivers. The real one sits
“upstairs”, however.
Part of the Grand Train Tour of Switzerland.
The entire GoldenPass Line is part of the Grand Train Tour of Switzerland.
The route Zweisimmen – Montreux is served hourly in both directions, six
times a day by the Golden Pass MOB Panoramic and every other hour by
the Golden Pass MOB Belle Époque or standard regional trains. Plates of
dried meat and cheese as well as various beverages are available and delight passengers with local specialities.
Further information: mystsnet.com/goldenpassMOBpanoramic
Pictures are ready for download here.
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